New York State Department of Environmental Conservation
Waste Tire Stockpile Assessment Summary Sheet - Site 8-06

Budget Auto Parts
Town of Williamson

Region 8, Wayne County

Site Setup:
Fenced in active scrap yard. Two major piles, south and southeast of shop/office. There is vegetation and some vehicle parts mixed in. No nearby residents.

Number of piles: Tire are in 2 piles

Dimensions of piles: 100 x 15 x 7 (high)
150 x 20 x 3 (high)

Number of tires: 8,000 estimated

Condition of tires:
Operator has attempted to remove rims. North/smaller pile has vehicle parts and pallets intermixed. South pile has some vegetation/trees growing amongst it.

Access to Site:
Site is fenced in on all sides. Scrap yard lanes are dirt. Some vehicles will need to be moved to access tires piles.

Concerns: Vectors and fire